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A BSTRACT
Bayesian network is one of major methods for probabilistic inference among items. But if it contains particular targeting node
and other explanatory nodes for decision making, for example how to select suitable appealing keywords to make customers
like a product, edges around the target should be counted with more importance than those among others while constructing the
network. In order to achieve this adjustment, this study proposes to configure initial state consisting of a few nodes and their edges
connected with the target. The initial state is obtained by leveraging Random forest which is a proven method for decision making.
Initial nodes are extracted by measuring mean decrease of Gini coefficient calculated with decision trees of Random forest.
Initial edges are designated by comparing Wasserstein metric of conditional probability distribution among nodes which are
corresponding to edge directions. Through an actual experiment, this method is confirmed to be effective for adjusting Bayesian
network in decision making. This approach is especially useful for business scenes, such as selecting preferable keywords for
appealing products over SNS.

Key Words: Decision making, Probabilistic inference, Bayesian network, Random forest, Decision tree, Gini Coefficient,
Wasserstein metric

1. I NTRODUCTION
In the era of TV and Radio, keywords for appealing a product
had been unilaterally determined by its maker. SNS has now
become popular and consumers are spreading impression
and evaluation of various products with their own keywords
across the Internet. Therefore, it is necessary for makers to
understand which keywords should be used in the era of SNS.
For this purpose, several useful studies are proposed.[1–3] In
this study the authors are focusing on applying Bayesian
network to select appropriate keywords.

ample of a beer maker and its representative product, which
are noted “the maker” and “the product” respectively in this
paper. If a consumer posts a keyword related with beer such
as “sharpness” in SNS, the maker needs to know how often
this keyword occurs with the product, in order to determine
whether they should include “sharpness” into their marketing
messages in SNS. If the keyword more often occurs in SNS
with the product, it is considered to be engaged with and
closely related with the product. It is called “engaged keyword” in this paper. On the other hand, the keyword with less
often occurrence with the product, it is called “non-engaged
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keyword”. The business success for the maker depends on tional probability among nodes connected with those edges.
how to select engaged keywords effectively.
Therefore, directions of initial edges are designated based
on likelihood measured by similarity of conditional probabilFor extracting engaged keywords, several methods such
ity distribution between actual data and predicted result of
as leveraging Co-Occurrence network analysis[4, 5] or
Random forest. The similarity is calculated with Wasserstein
Word2Vec[6–8] are already proposed. Even after applying
metric. Initial nodes and initial edges are given as an initial
these methods, there is still an issue of how to select actually
state for the construction of Bayesian network.
used keywords from obtained keywords. As the budget for
marketing and advertising is often limited in business, the As confirmed in Section 4, the inference result of the
maker needs to pick up especially effective engaged key- Bayesian network with initial state coincides well with the
words among them. For the purpose above, the authors apply actual search result on Twitter. Configuring initial state leverBayesian network analysis, it has advantage such as rela- aging the result of Random forest analysis is considered to
tionships between the product and engaged keywords are be a kind of adjustment of Bayesian network to perform devisualized in the form of DAG (directed acyclic graph).[9, 10] cision making with explained/explanatory variable as nodes.
In the following Section 5 the summarization of this study
As described in Section 2, in Bayesian network analysis of
is described. At last in Section 6, the authors discuss the
this study, two sets of tweet records are retrieved from Twitfuture work such as the case having multiple explained variter. One is “engaged tweets”, which contain the product.
ables. As a tool for retrieving and analyzing of data, one
The other is “non-engaged tweets”, which only contain an
of the representatives of statistical computing language and
ordinal word “beer”. These two sets are combined into a
environment “R” is used in this study.
dataset. Each record of the dataset has columns indicating
whether contains each engaged keyword or not, and also has
2. E XAMPLE CASE AND CURRENT ISSUE
engaged/non-engaged flag as the last column. By applying
Bayesian network analysis, the inference can be performed 2.1 Example case and current issue
For clarification and demonstration, the authors pick up an exsuch as, tweets with keyword A are likely to be engaged
istent example of a beer maker and its representative product.
tweets, but with the combination of keyword B, it does not.
In this paper they are called “the maker” and “the product”
However, as mentioned in Section 2, the situation occurs
respectively. Prior to this study, the authors extract 18 ensuch as, even when tweets with the combination of keyword
gaged keywords for the product leveraging Word2Vec.[13] At
A and keyword B are likely to be engaged tweets based upon
first two sets of tweets are searched and retrieved on Twitthe inference, the actual search result on Twitter shows the
ter. One is the set of tweets which include the product. The
opposite result.
other consists of tweets including ordinal keyword in terms
The cause of such disagreement would reside in the char- of the business domain such as “beer” in this case. Then
acteristic of Bayesian network. In the example above, the Word2Vec analysis is applied for the mixture of the two sets.
engaged/non-engaged flag is a kind of target node (explained If a keyword shows closer direction to the product than to the
variable), which has different role from nodes of engaged- ordinal keyword in vector space obtained by Word2Vec, the
keywords (explanatory variables). But Bayesian network keyword is considered to be more closely related with the
usually handles all these nodes equally. Therefore, some product than other keywords. With this procedure, engaged
adjustment will be required to apply Bayesian network for keywords for the product are obtained as shown in Table 1.
decision making task like this case.
The purpose is to pick up engaged keywords more related
On the other hand, Random forest is a proven method for with the product from Table 1 with Bayesian network analyanalyzing the influence of explanatory variables upon ex- sis. For performing Bayesian network analysis, a dataset is
plained variable.[11, 12] As described in Section 3, the authors retrieved on Twitter. As tweet retrieving tool, “rtweet” library
propose to configure initial state of Bayesian network lever- of R is used in this study. The dataset consists of two types of
aging the result of Random forest analysis. The initial state tweets. One is “engaged tweets”, which contain the product.
consists of a few nodes around the target node and several The other is “non-engaged tweets”, which only contain an oredges between these nodes and the target. The former is dinal word “beer”. Each record of the dataset has columns incalled “initial nodes” and the latter is called “initial edges” dicating whether contains each engaged keyword (contain=1/
in this paper. Initial nodes are extracted by measuring mean not contain=0) and also has engaged/non-engaged flag as the
decrease of Gini coefficient calculated with decision trees last column by the name of “engaged”(engaged=1/not enof Random forest, because explanatory variables with much gaged=0). The total number of tweets is 1046 (engaged: 357,
influence on explained variable show significant decrease non-engaged: 689). The structure of the dataset is shown in
of the coefficient. Directions of edges correspond to condi- Figure 1.
Published by Sciedu Press
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Figure 1. Structure of the dataset

Table 1. Engaged keywords of the product
Word1

rich

Word6

alcohol percent

Word11

cheers

Word16

solid

Word2

guzzle

Word7

craft beer

Word12

bitterness

Word17

thick

Word3

chilled

Word8

dry

Word13

refreshing

Word18

taste

Word4

drinkable

Word9

Belgium

Word14

brisk

Word5

lager

Word10

fruity

Word15

strongest

(“engaged”) is marked as gray. It is directly connected with
engaged keywords such as Word4, Word5, Word7, Word8,
Word9, Word17 and Word18.
The network shows several visual insights. For example, the
connection of three nodes, “engaged”, “word4” and “word8”
includes a tail-to-tail relationship (there are two edges from
“Word4” to both “engaged” and “Word8”), which is one of
three basic connections composing Bayesian Network. In a
tail-to-tail, after “Word4” is determined, “engaged” is conditionally independent of “Word8”. But the actual network
in Figure 2 is much more complicated, such as “Word8” has
an edge directly connected to “engaged”. A few examples
of probabilistic inference for those three nodes as shown in
Table 2.
Table 2. Example of probabilistic inference

Figure 2. Result of ordinal Bayesian network
2.2 Current issue
The obtained Bayesian network is shown in Figure 2. Tabu
search algorithm[14, 15] in “bnlearn” library of R is used for
learning the structure of Bayesian Network. The target node
38

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 0)

31.2%

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 1)

78.6%

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 0, Word4 = 0)

33.4%

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 1, Word4 = 0)

82.3%

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 0, Word4 = 1)

22.3%

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 1, Word4 = 1)

24.5%
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Table 2 shows that “engaged” is strongly affected by in this paper. In this chapter, detailed steps of the proposed
“Word8”, but not under condition “Word4” =1 is given. The method are described. The outline of the proposed method is
result of the inference tells that “Word8” is not preferable for shown in Figure 3.
being used with “Word4” for making marketing messages be
effectively engaged with the product. As “Word4” has similar relationships among other nodes, the network suggests,
the maker should pay attention in using “Word4”.
However, some of the probabilistic inference with the network in Figure 2 do not coincide with the actual search result
on Twitter. For example, as “Word18” (“taste”) is a commonly used word, the combination with other taste-related
words, such as “Word8” (“dry”) would be a candidate for
appealing the product on SNS. Actually, the result of the
inference is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. A case of the inference not correspondent with the
actual data
Case1

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 0, Word18 = 0)

78.1%

Case2

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 0, Word18 = 1)

80.8%

Figure 3. Outline of proposed method
Table 3 shows, tweets are likely to be engaged with the product when “Word8” is used with “Word18”. On the other 3.1 Applying Random forest
hand, actual search on Twitter is performed under these two At first Random forest analysis is applied to the dataset, in
search words,
which “engaged” is explained variable and 18 engaged keyConditon1: correspondent to Case1: the product and Word8 words (“Word1” - “Word18”) are explanatory variables. As
an analyzing tool, “randomForest” library of R is used in
Conditon2: correspondent to Case2: the product and Word8
this study. Random forest is an advanced algorithm based
and Word18
on decision trees,[17] in which a lot of trees are generated
The emerging ratio of tweets that match condition 1 is 58.0%. according with randomly selected explanatory variables and
As for condition 2 is 9.0%. The actual search result on Twit- the result is obtained as major vote of those trees. Therefore,
ter tells “Word18” should not be used with “Word8” in order these two parameters should be given properly in advance.
to make “Word8” engaged with the product.
Parameter1: Number of explanatory variables selected while
The cause of this disagreement would reside in the character- generating trees
istic of Bayesian network. In this case, the node “engaged”
Parameter2: Total number of trees generated
is a kind of explained variable, which has different role from
[18]
other nodes acting as explanatory variables. But Bayesian Along with the result of grid searching approach, paramnetwork usually handles all these nodes equally. Therefore, eter1 is set to 4 and parameter 2 is set to 500 in this study.
The dataset is split into train data (80% of 1046 records)
some adjustment will be required.
and the remining is left for out of bag check. The estimated
error ratio in out of bag check is 29.2%, which is higher
3. P ROPOSED METHOD
To resolve the issue in Section 2, the authors propose to opti- than usual task for decision making. Because it is not decimize Bayesian network by configuring initial state which re- sively determined whether a tweet is engaged or not in this
flects and emphasizes relationships between the target nodes example.
and others. The authors propose to configure initial state to
Bayesian network leveraging the result of Random forest, 3.2 Extracting initial nodes via decreasing of Gini coefficient
as it is a proven method for analyzing the influence of explanatory variables upon explained variable. The initial state The second step of the proposed method is to extract a few
consists of a few nodes around the target node and several explanatory variables as initial nodes. Initial nodes should
edges between these nodes and the target. The former is be explanatory variables which have more influence on the
called “initial nodes” and the latter is called “initial edges” target (explained variable). While processing Random forest,
Published by Sciedu Press
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Gini coefficient[19] as defined in Equation 1 is calculated for Gini(i): Gini coefficient of node i
a node in each tree.
p(i, engaged = k): frequency ration of record within node
i,
of which value of “engaged” is k (=0 or 1)
X
Gini(i) =
p(i, engaged = k)×(1−p(i, engaged = k))
Furthermore, Gini decrease according to an explanatory varik
(1) able is defined as in Equation 2.

GiniDec(w) =

X

N (i) × Gini(w) − N (lef t(i)) × Gini(lef t(i)) − N (right(i)) × Gini(right(i)) (2)

i∈N ode(w)

GiniDec(w): Gini decrease according to explanatory vari- Gini coefficient represents impurity of records within a node
able w
according to classification via the target. Gini decrease represents how much impurity is improved by generating trees
N ode(w): a set of nodes split by w
according with an explanatory variable. That means explanaN (i): number of records in node i
tory variables with higher Gini decrease have more influence
on the target. By calculation the mean of Gini decreases
lef t(i): left child node of node i split by w
across the trees generated in Random forest, importance of
right(i): right child node of node I split by w
explanatory variables can be compared. The mean decrease
Gini values of engaged keywords are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The values of mean decrease Gini of engaged keywords
As highlighted in Figure 4, Word4, Word5, Word8 and Word9 A given Node B is defined and vice versa.
have relatively more influence on the target. Therefore, these
In order to properly reflect the influence of initial nodes on
four explanatory variables are selected as initial nodes.
the target, initial edges also should be defined leveraging the
result of Random forest analysis. If one direction is more
3.3 Designating initial edges according with Wasserstein
appropriate than the other in terms of stochastic model, its
metric
conditional probability is also more similar to the distribuThe latter half of configuring initial state is to designate inition of the dataset than the other. As described in Section
tial edges between initial nodes and the target. As shown
3.1, 20% of the dataset is remained for out of bag check.
in Figure 5, in Bayesian network, an edge from Node A to
By using this remained data, predicted result of the target
Node B represents that the conditional probability of Node
40
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node can be obtained. Then two values of the conditional
probability for initial nodes are obtained. One is from the
remained data (true distribution) and the other is from predicted data (learned distribution). The purpose here is to
determine which is closer between the conditional probability in the left of Figure 5 or in the right when true distribution
and learned distribution are compared. Kullback-Leibler
divergence[20] is often used to compare several probability
distributions, but it can’t be applied in this case. Because
it is a measure for bringing learned distribution closer to a
specific true distribution and does not provide the distance
between two different distributions. Wasserstein metric,[21]

2020, Vol. 9, No. 1

which is one of methods in the area of optimal transport,
is commonly used for defining the distance between two
different probability distributions. Given two probability
distributions A and B, Wasserstein metric of p-th order is
described as in Equation 3.
W S(A, B) = inf E(d(A, B))p

(3)

d: the distance defined in the domain of the two probability
distributions.
E: Expected value of probability distribution
inf: Operation to calculate the infimum

Figure 5. Relationship between direction of edge and conditional probability
As the domain of probability distributions are node values
which are 0 or 1 in this case, it is sufficient to calculate
the absolute value among each random variable. Therefore,
the order of Wasserstein metric is configured as 1. For calculating Wasserstein metric, “wasserstein1d” library of R
is used in this study. Here, let W S ∗ (nodeX, nodeY ) be
Wasserstein metric between true distribution and learned distribution in terms of the conditional probability according
with an edge from nodeX to nodeY.
Smaller value of W S(A, B) means the two probability distributions A and B are closer. Therefore, the direction of edge
between the target (“engaged”) and initial edges (“Word4”,
“Word5”, “Word8”, “Word9”) are determined by comparing W S ∗ (engaged, word∗) and W S ∗ (word∗, engaged).
The corresponding edge of smaller W S∗ value should be
designated as initial edges. The result is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Wasserstein metric and designation of initial edges
Item

WS*(word*,
engaged)

WS*(engaged,
word*)

designated direction of
edge

Word4

0.269

0.071

engaged ⇒Word4

Word5

0.304

0.240

engaged ⇒Word5

Word8

0.217

0.260

Word8 ⇒engaged

Word9

0.010

0.006

engaged ⇒Word9

Published by Sciedu Press

3.4 Inference with adjusted Bayesian network
By the procedure in Section 3.3, the initial nodes and initial
edges are obtained. In the final step, these two conditions are
set into initial state of Bayesian network and structure learning is performed in the same way in Section 2. The result
of Bayesian network analysis with initial state is shown in
Figure 6.
The target node (“engaged”) is directly connected with engaged keywords such as Word4, Word5, Word7, Word8,
Word9, Word17. Different form ordinal Bayesian network in
Section 2, the edge between Word4 and the target is opposite
and the edge between Word18 and the target is eliminated.
The initial state leveraging the result of Random Forest analysis makes this difference. As described in the next chapter
4, Bayesian network with initial state coincides well with
actual search result on Twitter. Therefore, Bayesian network
in Figure 6 is considered to be adjusted for decision making
as for the target node.

4. R ESULT IN EXAMPLE CASE
For confirming effectiveness of adjusted Bayesian network
in Figure 6, probabilistic inference as for “Word8” and
“Word18” in the same ways as in chapter 2 is performed.
The result is shown in Table 5.
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network falsely suggests that a tweet is more likely to be
engaged with the product when “Word8” and “Word18” are
used together. Adjusted network does not recommend this
combination for improving engaged ratio. Although it would
be best if the value of Case2 is much lower than that of Case1
in Adjusted network, the adjusted one provides better result
than the original.
Table 5. Improvement in problematic case
Cases

Original
network

Adjusted
network

Case1

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 1, Word18 = 0)

78.1%

78.9%

Case2

P(engaged = 1 | Word8 = 1, Word18 = 1)

80.8%

78.9%

In the same way, as for nodes which are directly connected
to the target (“engaged”) with the same directions, such as
“Node5”,”Node7”, “Node8”, “Node9” and “Node17”, the
Figure 6. Result of Bayesian network with initial state
comparison of the inference between original and adjusted
network and the emerging ratio in actual search on Twitter
As described in Section 2, the actual search result on Twitter are shown in Table 6.
shows “Word18” should not be used with “Word8”. Original
Table 6. Comparison between original and adjusted network with actual search result
Original network

Adjusted network

Emerging ratio on Twitter search

Word18
=0 (*1)

Word18
=1 (*2)

Diff
(*2) - (*1)

Word18
=0 (*3)

Word18
=1 (*4)

Diff
(*4) – (*3)

Without
Word18

With
Word18

Word5

62.7%

61.8%

-1.0

64.1%

59.6%

-4.4

39.0%

3.0%

Word7

15.8%

14.2%

-1.6

16.7%

12.8%

-3.9

5.0%

1.0%

Word8

78.1%

80.8%

2.7

78.9%

78.9%

0.0

58.0%

9.0%

Word9

0.4%

1.2%

0.8

0.4%

1.1%

0.7

1.0%

1.0%

Word17

1.8%

2.4%

0.6

2.0%

2.0%

0.1

0.0%

0.0%

The search conditions used for “Emerging ratio on Twit- Furthermore, adjusted Bayesian network leveraged with the
ter search” column are as follows. “Word*” is “Word5”, result of Random forest matches better than ordinal one in
“Word7”, “Word8”, “Word9” or “Word17”.
terms of decision making concerned with particular target
node.
Conditon1: correspondent to the item “without Word18”: the
product and Word*
5. C ONCLUSION
Conditon2: correspondent to the item “with Word18”: the SNS has now become popular and consumers are spreading
product and Word* and Word18
impression and evaluation of various products with their own
The actual search result shows, “Word18” is not appropriate keywords across the Internet. Therefore, it is necessary for
for combined use with other words for making marketing makers to understand which keywords should be used on
messages engaged with the product. The Diff column in SNS for appealing their products. For extracting these keyTable 6 of adjusted network shows less value than that of words, several methods such as leveraging Co-Occurrence
original network. That means adjusted network less recom- network analysis or Word2Vec are already proposed. Even
mend the use of “Word18” with other words than original after applying these methods, there is still an issue of how to
one. In this way, Bayesian network gives suggestions of com- select actually used keywords. As the budget for marketing
bination use of multiple keywords by probabilistic inference. and advertising is often limited in business, makers need to
pick up especially effective keywords.
42
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For this purpose, the authors apply Bayesian network analysis. Bayesian network analysis has advantage to visualize
relationships among keywords, which is useful for considering combination of several keywords in appealing products.
However, it sometimes occurs, even when the network suggests keyword A and keyword B should be used together, the
actual search result on SNS shows the opposite result. In an
example of this study, the network suggests the probability
of a tweet being related with the product becomes 80.8%,
when a keyword “dry” is used with “taste”, increasing from
78.1% in which “dry” is solitarily used. But the emerging
ratio of tweets including both “dry” and “taste” on Twitter is
9.0%, much smaller than 58.0%, which is the case of solitary
use of “dry”. The result of the inference does not coincide
with the actual data on SNS.

2020, Vol. 9, No. 1

variables with much influence on explained variable show
significant decrease of the coefficient. On the other hand,
edges are designated based on likelihood measured by similarity of conditional probability distribution between actual
data and predicted result of Random forest. The similarity is calculated with Wasserstein metric. The Initial state
are given as a start point for the construction of Bayesian
network. This is called adjusted Bayesian network in this
study.

As for the case including keywords “dry” and “taste” above,
the probability of a tweet being related with the product does
not increase regardless of the combination with them, when
applying the inference of adjusted Bayesian network. That
means, the result of inference with adjusted Bayesian network coincides well with the actual data on SNS. The authors
This case includes particular relationships between explained compare other result between original and adjusted network
variable (a node which indicates whether a tweet is related and the effectiveness of adjusted network is confirmed.
with the product) and explanatory variables (keywords as
“dry” or “taste”). But Bayesian network usually handles all
these nodes equally. The cause of disagreement above would 6. D ISCUSSION FOR FUTURE WORK
reside in this difference. The authors leverage Random for- In this study there is only one target node to be considered.
est to solve this issue. Random forest is a proven method But in real business scenes, there are a lot of situations in
for analyzing the influence of explanatory variables upon which several target nodes exist. For example, in product deexplained variable. The authors propose to configure initial velopment management, several KGIs such as annual sales,
state which consists of a few nodes around explained variable market share and the number of patents should be considand several edges between them. These nodes are extracted ered simultaneously.[21–24] Further experiments are expected
by measuring mean decrease of Gini coefficient calculated to apply the proposed method to cases with multiple target
with decision trees of Random forest, because explanatory nodes.

Figure 7. Three patterns of relationship between two target nodes
There are three patterns in relationship between two target
nodes shown in Figure 7. Pattern 1 in Figure 7 is the case
in which two targets are directly connected. In this case, it
would be one of practical solutions to merge these two targets
into one node and apply the method in this study. Contrary
Published by Sciedu Press

to Pattern 1, two nodes are separated by efficiently multiple nodes in Pattern 2. In this case, the proposed method
can be applied to each target node separately, because there
is no concern that initial conditions for each node affect
each other. But in Pattern 3, in which two targets share a
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few nodes as neighbors, some problems might occur. For
example, in Pattern3 of Figure 7, if the result of Random
forest analysis for target 1 suggests opposite directions for
“NodeA” and “NodeE”, cyclic direction including “NodeE”,
“target1”, “NodeA”, “NodeB”, and ”target2” is generated. In
other cases, such as there are two edges from NodeE to both
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